CASINO’S

26 VICTORIAGATE, LEEDS
LS2 7JL

ABLEFORTH BATH TUB

| 4.50

Botanicals such as juniper, coriander, cardamom, cinnamon, orange
peel and clove are infused in top quality copper pot-still spirit.

WHITLEY NEIL VIOLET

| 3.60

| 5.00

The botanist gin is smooth, seductive and complex with a fruity, spicy
character.

BROCKMANS

| 4.90

Brockmans is Like No Other gin. It stands proudly alone from the many
other types of gin due to the unique recipe of exquisite botanicals and
the patient steeping distillation process. To make Brockmans, exquisite
botanicals are sourced from all over the world. These include some typical
ingredients such as angelica from Saxony, Bulgarian coriander and juniper
berries from Tuscany.

BROOKLYN SMALL BATCH

| 5.00

Brooklyn Gin is a craft spirit made in New York with fresh citrus peels and
hand-cracked juniper. Our gin is fresh, complex, and flavourful.

CHASE PINK GRAPEFRUIT
Floral and zesty.

| 5.50

GIN LANE 1751 VICTORIA PINK

| 3.60

| 4.50

The King of Soho is an authentic London Dry Gin distilled in the heart of
London using traditional methods by an 11th generation master distiller.
A complex spirit the gin is crafted with twelve botanicals. Created as a
tribute to the original ‘King of Soho‘ Paul Raymond by his son Howard.

LONE WOLF

| 4.50

Fever-Tree Indian

Orange Tweel &
Cardamom

Indian

Fever-Tree Indian
or Fever-Tree
Elderflower
Indian

MASONS YORKSHIRE TEA

Tonic

| 6.50

A smooth spirit with the warmth and bitterness of the tea.

MONKEY 47

| 5.00

A super-premium gin perfected to create the ultimate Martini, hand
crafted in small batches. It has refreshing juniper, peppery coriander,
aromatic angelica and sweet liquorice with the added taste of various
citrus fruits and camomile flowers.

Lime wedge

Lavender

SCAPEGRACE

SILENT POOL
Blueberries

| 5.00

Scapegrace Gin comes to us all the way from New Zealand, featuring
a selection of 12 botanicals (Juniper, Coriander, Nutmeg, Cardamom,
Lemon Peel, Orange Peel, Orris, Cinnamon, Cassia, Angelica, Clove &
Liquorice.

| 5.00

Silent pool refers to the pool where the natural spring water used to
make the gin comes from.

TARQUIN’S BRITISH |
BLACKBERRY & HONEY

Indian

Fever-Tree
Indian

This one was conjured up by the team over at London’s The Bloomsbury
Club, a group of “intellectuals, writers, artists and philosophers”. The gin
gets its name (and colour) from an infusion of naturally blended spiced
bitters including juniper, orris root, Seville oranges, angelica, Sicilian
lemon, star anise, cassia bark and coriander.

KING OF SOHO

Garnish

This is a robust and powerful gin with plenty of spice, fruit and herb
flavours.

A smooth and refined fragrance with a light delicate taste of violet
rounded off with a subtle sweetness and soft scents of juniper.

BOTANIST

Tonic

Aromatic

Lime Wedge

Grapefruit &
Juniper Berries

Bitters

3.60

| 3.60

Botanicals include orris root, green cardamom seeds, cinnamon and
devon violets from the distiller’s very own garden.

TANQUERAY RANGPUR

| 4.00

Voluptuous on the palate with a sweet and tangy royal rhubarb
explosion.
Pink Grapefruit

WHITLEY NEILL RHUBARB
& GINGER

Grapefruit Peel

Lemon & Lime

Indian

Blood Orange

Fever-Tree
Mediterranean

Orange Peel
Twist

Soda

Mint &
Blackberries

Fever-Tree
Elderflower

Edible Flowers

Indian

Raspberry &
Blueberry

Fever-Tree
Ginger Ale

Orange Wedge

Elderflower

Rosemary

Indian

Orange

| 4.00

While the original Whitley Neill Gin is inspired by the exotic flavours
of Africa, their Rhubarb & Ginger Gin variation takes inspiration from
closer to the Whitley family’s homestead.
Indian

Fever-Tree
Aromatic

| 4.00

Tanqueray Rangpur Gin takes its name from the Rangpur lime, a unique
fruit of the native Indian Rangur tree that blends the zestiness of lime
and the juiciness of a Mandarin orange. Distilling the Rangpur lime
with other botanicals including bay leaf, ginger and of course juniper.

WARNER EDWARDS RHUBARB
Indian

Pink G/F &
Black Pepper

Crispy, piney juniper still provide the backbone, with notes of
blackberry crumble, wild berries and sweet spice. Summer pudding
and frangipani on the palate with a zesty, sherbety finish and fragrant
sweetness from the wildflower honey.

TARQUIN’S DRY CORNISH GIN

Garnish

Fever- Tree
Indian

WHITLEY NEIL BLOOD ORANGE

| 4.00

The Whitley Neill Gin, with a Blood Orange Twist! It contains Sicilian
Blood Oranges, a brilliant addition to an already good Gin.

